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Abstract: - Telemedicine application is becoming popular, in this large amount of data needs to be transferred over the network. 

Medical Image embedding is used increase the security and authentication of medical image, which is important and is used for 

further diagnosis and reference. The proposed scheme distortion in the ROI is avoided by inserting the information in the region 

which is not important for diagnosis. Integer wavelet transform has been used to achieve reversible watermarking as every minute 

detail is important for the medical images. Watermarks which convey patient’s personal and health data, key terms for 

information recovery and the doctor’s digital signature for authentication are embedded in the image. 

 
Index Terms — medical imaging, watermarking 

 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Medical images stored in different modalities play 

vital role in the diagnosis. Medical images are stored in the 

digital form on a server along with patient records. To get 

the benefit of Insurance claims medical image may be 

tampered or it may be altered to hide a medical condition. 

To maintain the integrity of the medical image 

unauthorized modification should be avoided. It is vital to 

keep images safe from any damage, it is also important 

being able to detect when an image has been modified. 

Medical images may be changed accidently or to gain the 

personal benefits unauthorized changes may happen. 

Images are altered with the addition or the removal of few 

important portions of the image. This may induce 

unacceptable information loss and results in a 

misdiagnosis, involving at the same time liabilities of 

physicians. 

     In a multi-resolution decomposition, the image is 

separated into bands of approximately equal bandwidth on 

a logarithmic scale. There is a lot or resemblance between 

the dyadic scaling decomposition of the wavelet transform 

and the signal processing of the human visual system 

(HVS), which allows adapting the introduced by either 

quantization or watermark embedding to the masking 

properties of the human eye [5]. It is therefore expected 

that use of the discrete wavelet transform will allow 

independent processing of the resulting components 

without significant perceptible interaction between them. 

The watermarking scheme used here addresses different 

concerns involved in healthcare management systems, 

namely ability to recover original image without any 

distortion, medical confidentiality protection, data integrity 

and access control, efficient data management and also 

satisfying the strict imperceptibility requirement applicable 

to medical images. The method embeds four different 

watermarks in to the region which is not important, 

1) A signature watermark containing doctor’s identification 

code is used for source authentication by the recipient. 

 2) An index watermark, which is comprised of keywords 

like diagnostic codes, etc., can be used for image retrieval 

by database querying mechanisms 

3) A reference watermark, which refers to patient’s 

personal identification like demographics, health history 

and etc... 

 4) A caption watermark is also embedded which contains 

the patient’s diagnosis and treatment details. 

II. THE PROPOSED AUTHENTICATION METHOD 

   

  The watermarks are embedded in different 

decomposition levels and sub bands depending on their 

type. They can be independently embedded and retrieved, 

without any interaction among them. During the process of 

image acquisition, the physician embeds information like, 

his/her identification code, patients personal and 

examination data, keywords for image indexing, and any 

other  information that may be useful for other physician’s 

guidance. The image is watermarked with this info and 

stored in the hospital database. Image can be retrieved 

through querying mechanisms. 

A. Algorithm  

    The multiple watermarks embedding procedure depends 

on proper quantization of selected coefficients. This 
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method prevents alteration of watermark bits by providing 

integer changes in the spatial domain. This is achieved by 

selecting the Haar wavelet for the image decomposition. It 

produces coefficients which are dyadic rational numbers, 

their denominators are powers of 2 ;addition or subtraction 

from them of a multiple of 2
l
,where l is the level of the 

decomposition, ensures that the inverse discrete wavelet 

transform gives integer pixel values. This property is 

exploited in the embedding procedure. Wavelet transform 

normally gives detail coefficients which are real numbers. 

Through a certain quantization function we assign a binary 

number to every coefficient.     

            

                       0,   if    2k.∆+s≤f<(2k+1).∆+s                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Q(f)=                                                   (1)                                        

                     1,     if   (2k+1).∆+s≤f<(2k+2). ∆+s     

Where k is an integer, s is user defined offset for increased 

security, and Δ, the quantization parameter, is a positive 

real number. The above quantization   function Equation   

can also be written as, 

         

                      0,  if   [(𝒇 −s)/∆] is even                              

Q(f)=               (2)                           

                      1,    if   [(f −s)/∆] is odd 

 

Fig.1 Quantization procedure [8] 

      Subtraction or addition of a multiple of 2
l  

 to the 

haar coefficients results in integer pixel values through 

discrete wavelet transform. The embedding procedure 

consists of adding or subtracting an appropriate constant 

from the coefficients chosen to be used in the process. We 

use the quantization parameter Δ, defined as Δ = 2
l
, where l 

is the decomposition level. 

B. Embedding 

The watermark embedding procedure is explained below, 

 The watermark to be embedded is obtained by 

reading the patient’s information from a text file and 

converting it to binary. 

 The four level lifting wavelet decomposition is 

performed to obtain an image approximation at level 

four and sequence of images carrying the details at 

each of the four decomposition levels.  

 At each decomposition level, a watermark bit Wi is 

embedded into the key-determined coefficient f 

according to the following conditions:  

 a) If Q (f) =Wi  ,the coefficient is not changed. 

 b) Else, the coefficient is changed in such a way that Q (f) 

=Wi   using the equation given below:  

               f+∆       if      f≤0 

f=                                                        (3)                                  

               f-∆       if        f>0                  

 

The watermarked image is obtained by 

performing the four level inverse wavelet transform. 

 The watermarked image is obtained by 

performing the four level inverse wavelet 

transform. 

     The sub band structure of a four-level wavelet 

decomposition of an image, consisting a coarse scale 

image approximation at the highest decomposition level 

LL4, and twelve detail images corresponding to the 

horizontal HL, vertical LH and diagonal HH details at each 

of the four levels[8]. 

C. Extraction 

     The watermark extraction process is similar to 

that of the embedding one except that the extractor requires 

the knowledge of location of the watermark. This can be 

implemented through key-based embedding and detection. 

This prevents unauthorized personnel to access the 

watermark and tamper with it.  

The extraction process and restoring the original image is 

explained below. 

1)  The four level lifting wavelet decomposition is 

performed to obtain a image approximation at level four 

and images carrying horizontal, vertical and diagonal 
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details of each of the four decomposition levels for the 

watermarked image.  

2) The watermarked coefficients are identified by key-

based detection. 

3) Watermark bits are extracted by applying the 

quantization function shown in (2) and the original 

coefficients are also recovered.  

4) The lossless image can be obtained by applying the 

four-level inverse wavelet transform. 

     The watermark containing the doctor’s signature 

is the most important of the watermarks and requires more 

robustness to preserve the signature which helps in proper 

authentication. The capacity is not very important in this 

case as digital signatures are of limited length. These two 

points are taken into consideration and signature 

watermark is embedded in the fourth level. The more the 

decomposition level the more robust the watermark. The 

higher decomposition levels correspond to the perceptually 

significant, high resolution low frequency components of 

the image. The common image processing techniques, 

compression, or attacks effect the high frequency 

components which are at lower decomposition levels and 

hence higher the decomposition level more robust the 

watermark. 

     The need for robustness for index, reference and 

caption watermarks is not as important as for the signature 

watermark. The size of these above mentioned watermarks 

is also more than that of the signature watermark. 

Considering the above points and also the trade-off 

between the capacity and robustness, index watermark is 

embedded in the third decomposition level, reference and 

caption watermarks are embedded in the second and first 

level respectively.  The horizontal and vertical sub bands 

have more or less the same characteristics and behaviour. 

The energy of the approximation and detail 

images obtained by four-level DWT can be calculated. 

Where, e k   
i j

ji,Ik
MkNk 

1
                                          

Where k denotes the approximation and detail 

images at each of the decomposition levels,  Ik are the 

coefficients of the sub band images,  Mk and  Nk are their 

corresponding dimensions. 

 

TABLE I 

Energy of Approximation and Detail Images of Four 

Levels DWT 

Sub band Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

Approximation     -      -       - 94.79 

Horizontal 

detail 

6.03 9.56 13.34 20.09 

Vertical detail 4.87 8.05 12.74 18.73 

Diagonal detail 3.17 7.47 11.67 19.23 

Table I gives the energy of the approximation and 

detail images for a four-level wavelet decomposition of a 

sample ultrasound image. We can observe that sub bands at 

higher decomposition levels corresponding to perceptually 

significant low frequency coefficients have more energy 

than those of lower decomposition levels. We can also 

observe that horizontal detail sub bands have more energy 

than vertical and diagonal sub bands in this case. This is 

due to the elongation of ultrasound image speckle spots in 

the horizontal direction. We embed watermarks in the 

horizontal sub bands to ensure greater robustness when 

compared to other detail sub bands. The approximation sub 

band LL4 has most energy of the original image and has a 

huge impact on image quality. Thus, this it is not used for 

embedding to retain imperceptibility. 

III.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The localization accuracy and recovery 

correctness were tested by making various modifications to 

the watermarked image.  

Different image modularity’s have been 

considered:  -Magnetic resonance (MRI) of head 256× 256 

pixels -X-Ray imaging: Mammograms of 256× 256 pixels 

-Ultra sound imaging: Echo of vein 256× 256 pixels 

 
Fig. 2 Samples of our experimental image data sets 
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     The multiple watermarks are converted into 7 bit 

ASCII. The watermark used in this report has a total length 

of 146 characters which is equivalent to 1022 bits. 

 
            a)                                                 b) 

 
 

                c)         d) 

Fig.3 a. Embedded Image b. ROI of the image c)RONI 

Of the Image 

 c.Watermarked Image  d.Recovered Image 

 

TABLE II 

PSNR Values of Images Corresponding to the 

Embedding Location 

 

Type of 

Image 

Embedding 

in  

horizontal 

coefficient 

(PSNR) 

Embedding 

I avhvn 

Vertical 

coefficient 

(PSNR) 

Embedding 

in Diagonal 

coefficient 

(PSNR) 

 

Ultra 

sound 

 

 

62.173 

 

61.229 

 

82.691 

 

CT scan 

 

 

61.639 

 

61.133 

 

84.061 

 

MRI 

 

 

62.098 

 

61.875 

 

83.914 

 

     The results from the above Table II demonstrate 

that embedding in the diagonal subband of wavelet 

transform results in a better image quality than compared 

to embedding in the horizontal and vertical subbands. The 

reason for this is that the diagonal subbands have a very 

little effect on image quality. Embedding the watermark in 

the diagonal subbands will give us a better PSNR than 

compared to other subbands. The downside for embedding 

in the diagonal subbands is that they are very susceptible to 

common image processing methods, compression and 

attacks. The trade off between robustness and image 

quality needs to be taken into consideration when 

designing the watermarking scheme.  

 

We can also observe that there is not much 

difference in PSNR values between horizontal and vertical 

coefficients except in the case of ultrasound images. This 

can be attributed to the elongation of ultrasound image 

speckle spots in horizontal direction [9]. Ultrasound 

images have speckle texture and this is a consequence of 

physics underlying the data acquisition. Depending on the 

application, speckle in medical images can be viewed as 

signal or noise. In general, both horizontal and vertical 

subbands have similar characteristics and behavior, in 

contrast to diagonal ones. Any modification of the image is 

very likely to affect both horizontal and vertical detail 

coefficients. 

 

Figure 4. Comparisons of PSNR for different embedding 

locations 

     

     The above presented experimental results 

illustrate the efficiency of this watermarking scheme. It is 

also noteworthy that different medical imaging modalities 

like MRI, CT, and Ultrasound were used in the testing 

process and the results are very satisfactory. Figure 4 

shows comparisons of PSNR for different embedding 

locations. For all the imaging modalities tested, the 

watermarking scheme caused no distortion that could 

affect the perceptual quality and diagnostic value of the 

images. Both subjective perceptual quality and PSNR 

values indicate the efficiency of the scheme in a range of 

imaging modalities and also can be a wonderful asset in 

health data management. 
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IV.CONCLUSIONS 

  

 Medical image watermarking can be used to 

tackle a range of issues of great importance in health data 

management. Health informatics including origin, data 

authentication, efficient data management, storage and 

retrieval has become more challenging and medical image 

watermarking provides complementary solutions to these 

issues. The watermarking scheme imperceptibly embeds 

multiple watermarks into the wavelet coefficients of 

medical images and also in a reversible manner. The 

original image and watermark can be extracted without any 

loss of information. The experimental results demonstrate 

the efficiency of the scheme. 
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